
Grade 10 Course Selection for Grade 11 English

Currently in ENG2PI, Applied English

-> Required Course:

1. ENG3CI, College English

This course emphasizes clear, correct communication through speaking, use of media, and writing. Speeches,
novel study, non-fiction texts and poetry are the units of study. Students who are successful in this course are
then recommended for ENG4CI or 4EI.

- OR -

2. ENB3CI, College English – Contemporary Aboriginal Voices

This course takes the place of ENG3UI. As with ENG 3UI, this course will emphasize the development of
literacy, critical thinking and communication skills. It will do so however, through the lens of contemporary
Canadian Aboriginal and Indigenous voices. Units of study will include poetry, non-fiction, a novel study as well
as an examination of the oral tradition and various forms of media. Students who are successful in earning this
credit will have the necessary prerequisite for ENG 4CI.

- OR -

3. ENG3EI, Workplace English

This course helps develop students’ ability to read, write, speak, present, and understand media as they are
applied in the workplace and everyday life.

-> Optional Course

EPS3OI, Presentation and Speaking Skills This course focuses on developing formal and informal oral
communication skills for use in school, the workplace and the community. Students will study the
characteristics of effective speakers and then apply them for a variety of purposes and audiences. An
emphasis will be placed on such forms as discussions, multimedia presentations, interviews, and speeches
while employing strategies to reduce obstacles such as anxiety and improving self-confidence.



Currently in ENG2DI, Academic English

-> Required Course:

1. ENG3CI, College English

This course emphasizes clear, correct communication through speaking, use of media, and writing. Speeches,
novel study, non-fiction texts and poetry are the units of study. Students who are successful in this course are
then recommended for ENG4CI or 4EI.

- OR -

2. ENG3UI, University English

This course emphasizes formal, academic presentations and essay writing. Speeches, Shakespearean drama,
novel study, and ISU comparative essay are the units of study. Students who are successful in this course and
are considering applying to a post-secondary school upon graduation are then recommended for ENG4UI.

- OR -

3. ENB3UI, University English – Contemporary Aboriginal Voices

This course takes the place of ENG3UI. As with ENG 3UI, this course will emphasize the development of
literacy, critical thinking and communication skills. It will do so however, through the lens of contemporary
Canadian Aboriginal and Indigenous voices. Units of study will include poetry, non-fiction, a novel study as
well as an examination of the oral tradition and various forms of media. Students who are successful in
earning this credit will have the necessary prerequisite for ENG 4UI or ENG 4CI.

Currently in ENG2LI, Essential English

-> Required Course:

ENG3EI, Workplace English This course helps develop students’ ability to read, write, speak, present, and
understand media as they are applied in the workplace and everyday life.

-> Optional Course

EPS3OI, Presentation and Speaking Skills

This course focuses on developing formal and informal oral communication skills for use in school, the
workplace and the community. Students will study the characteristics of effective speakers and then apply
them for a variety of purposes and audiences. An emphasis will be placed on such forms as discussions,
multimedia presentations, interviews, and speeches while employing strategies to reduce obstacles such as
anxiety and improving self-confidence.


